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 I highly recommend using macro variables, 
which can be assigned and referenced within 
bare SAS code

 I admit there are some situations where SAS 
macros are useful

 But in my opinion, SAS macros are often 

used in situations that could be handled 
without macros (usually by organising the 
data differently)



 Can make SAS code easier to modify and 
reuse if  %let statements are used at the top 
of the code to assign values to macro 
variables

 Reduces chance of error - e.g. running code 
with wrong parameter value(s) - if all values 
that need to change are right at the top of the 
code: requiring the use of macro variables



 %let statement(s) to assign stuff to macro 
variables, outside of a data step

 proc SQL, select values and put into a macro 
variable, including lists of values

 call symput (and call symputx)



* Set fiscal year start date;

%let startdt = 20150401;

* Automatically generate other dates based on start date;

%let startdt_sas = %sysfunc(inputn(&startdt, yymmdd8.));

%let enddt_sas = %sysfunc(intnx(month, &startdt_sas, 11, E));

%let startdt_dt = %sysfunc(putn(&startdt_sas, date9.)):00:00:00;

%let enddt_plus1_dt  = %sysfunc(putn(&enddt_sas, date9.)):00:00:00;



%macro stuff(blah, blah);

%do something;

%mend stuff;

%stuff(blarg, blarg2);

In practice:

 using SAS macros usually makes it more 
difficult to debug and solve problems

 Extensive use of SAS macros make it more 
difficult to determine what SAS code is doing



 In the beginning, SAS did not have macros
 Only within a data step was there the capability for 

looping and branching

Programmers of other languages feel thwarted by 
SAS logic (or perceived lack thereof)

 Macros were added in SAS V5 (early 80’s)
 Looping and branching could then be done outside 

the data step

Programmers from other languages happy

Other SAS programmers scared



 Utilities, that will be used many times, such as:
 Dropping a table if it exists (but doing nothing if it doesn’t)
 Checking whether two datasets have the same number of 

rows (and throwing an error if not)

 Creating a series of multi-part reports 
 E.g. multiple proc print, proc report, proc tabulate, etc

steps must be called in succession to generate each report
(Although I would accomplish the data preparation first 
without using SAS macros)

 When creating SAS macro variables - at the top of a 
program - so that %IF and %ELSE could be used
 (although I try to set macro variables with %let 

statements if possible)
 Some other situations when I could not accomplish 

something with base SAS code



Copying and pasting code, such a SAS data 
step, resulting in multiple similar steps

Rewriting the code to use classification 
variables, with BY statement and joins or 
merges, to eliminate the need for macros





 or “oh oh, something broke!”




































